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INTRODUCTION 
The inverse scattering transform was first introduced by Gardner et al., 
[G-G] in 1967 to formally solve the initial value problem for the Kor- 
teweg de Vries equation. In 1972, Zakharov and Shabat [Z-S], using an 
idea of Lax, were able to show that the transformation discovered by Gar- 
dner et al. was applicable to nonlinear evolution equations other than the 
Korteweg de Vries equation; in particular, they applied it to the nonlinear 
Schriidinger equation. An extension by Ablowitz et al. [A-K] then gave a 
family of nonlinear evolution equations formally solvable by the inverse 
scattering transform. 
However, their method does not allow one to completely characterize 
the scattering transform and to obtain its analytic properties. The first steps 
in this direction were taken by Faddeev [F] and completed by Dieft and 
Trubowitz [D-T] for scattering data corresponding to the Schroedinger 
eigenvalue problem. In 1981, Beals and Coifman [B-C] introduced a new 
notion of scattering data. This notion replaces the relationship between 
eigenfunctions normalized as x + + GO and x + - cc with the discontinuity 
of an eigenfunction, normalized as x + - co, along a certain contour in the 
complex plane. They were then able to characterize the scattering trans- 
form. 
In this paper, we use the idea of Beals and Coifman to develop the scat- 
tering theory for a class of nonlinear differential-difference evolution 
equations. 
The first steps in the scattering theory for nonlinear differential-difference 
evolution equations were made by Case and Kac [C-K] in 1973. They 
were able to develop the direct and inverse theory for a discretized version 
of the nonlinear Schroedinger equation. Ablowitz and Ladik [A-L] in 1975 
proposed an eigenvalue problem by means of which a class of evolution 
equations could be integrated. The method that they introduced for doing 
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so is similar to that for the continuous case, and the inverse problem is 
reduced to a system of coupled, discrete Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko 
equations. However, here again most of the calculations were done at a for- 
mal level, without a satisfactory analytic theory. 
In this paper, we introduce a new eigenvalue problem, and develop the 
direct and inverse scattering theory corresponding to it. This is then used 
to solve the initial value problem for a class of differential-difference 
equations. Though the results we obtain are similar to those obtained in 
the continuous case by Beals and Coifman, the methods used are different. 
We consider the eigenvalue problem 
ul(n+Lz)=J(z) Yu(n,z)+J(z)Qo(n) Yu(n,z)+Q,(n) ‘Y(n+l,z) (1) 
with J(z) = diag(z, z-l), Y: Z x @ -+ AZ(@), Q,, (Q,) strictly lower (upper) 
triangular 2 x 2 matrix-valued summable sequences. In Section 1, we show 
first that (1) is transformed in the continuous limit to the eigenvalue 
problem studied by Ablowitz et al. [AK] and by Beals and Coif- 
man [B-C]. Letting JZ(~, z) = Y(u(n, z) J-“(z), we show that bounded, nor- 
malized eigenfunctions JZ exist, and then study their properties. For a 
dense open set of “generic” potentials, the singularities of je;t satisfy 
additional properties, which will enables us to solve the inverse problem. 
In Section 2, we introduce two notions of scattering data, describe the 
relationship between them, and study their properties. The map poten- 
tial + scattering data is seen to be injective. The constraints on scattering 
data are obtained, and then we show that the decay in the potential implies 
smoothness of the scattering data. In fact, it is clear that the first term in 
the expansion of the scattering data as a sum of multilinear operators 
acting on the potential is precisely the Fourier transform. 
In the next section, we deal with the problem of recovering the potentials 
from scattering data of sufficiently small norm, with no discrete data and 
for negative integers. The eigenfunctions & are recovered from the scatter- 
ing data by solving a Reimann-Hilbert matrix factorization problem 
depending on an integer parameter n, in such a way as to have control over 
the n dependence. The potential is then obtained from the asymptotic 
expansion of ~8 around z = co. We also show that smoothness of the scat- 
tering data implies decay of the potential. Again, it is clear that the first 
term in the expansion of the potential as a sum of multilinear operators 
acting on the scattering data is in fact the inverse Fourier transform. In this 
sense, the direct and inverse scattering transforms are nonlinear analogues 
of the Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms. 
In Section 4, we remove the restriction of small norm for a dense set of 
data. This is done by means of a rational approximation technique. Even in 
this case, smoothness of the data implies decay of the potential. After this 
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we renormalize the eigenvalue problem at IZ = + 00, to solve the inverse 
problem for positive integers. 
The evolution equations solvable by this method are derived in the last 
section. We also indicate how far the theory developed in the previous sec- 
tions extends to the k x k matrix case, with k > 2. All the results of Sec- 
tions 1 and 2 have corresponding analogues in the k x k case. However, the 
set of constraints on the scattering data are more complicated, as they are 
nonlinear constraints. Given scattering data of small norm satisfying these 
constraints, it is possible to carry out the inverse scattering transform 
exactly as in the 2 x 2 case. However, we are not at present able to extend 
this to data of large norm, and do not know if the constraints are preserved 
under evolutions in this case. 
1. EXISTENCE OF NORMALIZED EIGENFLJNCTIONS 
Let P0 (resp. 9,) denote the set of 2 x 2 matrix-valued sequences, which 
are summable and strictly lower triangular (resp. strictly upper triangular), 
i.e., 
with 11 Q0 11 =C,, 1 q2,(n)( < co and similarly for PI. Let S denote the shift 
operator: if cp: Z *J&(C), Sq: Z + J&(C) is Sq(n)= cp(n+ 1). For z#O, 
z E @, let J= J(z) = diag(z, z-l) = diag(zkl, zk2). 
For Qie$:-, and z~C\(0}, consider the generalized eigenvalue problem 
of determining a sequence f: Z + C* such that 
f(n + 1) = J(z)f(n) + J(z) Qo(n)f(n) + Q~(n)f(n + 11, (1.1) 
i.e., 
sf= Jf+ JQ,f+ QI sf: (1.2) 
Equation(l.l) can be rewritten as (L-J)f=O with ,C=(l-Q,)S-JQO. 
Even though Lf = Jf is not an eigenvalue problem, setting 3= (1 + Q,) f 
transforms (1.1) into the eigenvalue problem ET= J3 with 
2 = (1 - Q, )( 1 + (SQ,)) -I S. We will eventually prove 
THEOREM 1.3. Let T = (z E @; 1 z ( = 1). For a “generic” set of potentials, 
there exists a finite set F c C which does not include 0 such that if z $ B v F, 
z # 0, the operator L-J is invertible on I*. If z E U, 2 -J is not invertible. 
The spectrum of 1, in this sense, is contained in U v F. 
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Because of the simple relationship between f and x we have a theorem 
analogous to 1.3 for L. We shall think of (1.1) as an eigenvalue problem in 
this sense. For reasons apparent in the sequel, which are mainly to do with 
ease of notation, we prefer to work with (1.1) rather than (1.2). 
Clearly (1.1) has 2 linearly independent solutions. Writing these 2 
linearly independent solutions as columns of a matrix, we now have to 
determine a matrix-valued sequence Y: Z -+ J%‘~( C), 
SY=JY+JQ,Y+Qe,SY. (1.4) 
If Q,=Q,=O, SY=JY, i.e., Y(n) = Y(Y(~, z) = J”(z) A(z) with A(z) 
independent of n. Y grows exponentially in n. To obtain bounded solutions 
to (1.4), we remove this exponential growth, by letting 
A’(n, z) = Y(n, z) J-“. (1.5) 
Clearly A satisfies the equation 
Sak=Jh?J-‘+JQ,,difJpl+Q,S&, (1.6) 
and we look for solutions of (1.6) which are bounded and normalized at 
n -+ -co, i.e., 
lim &(n, z) = I and &‘(n, z) is bounded. (1.7) n---m 
Note that (1.6), (1.7) are in fact discretizations of the generalized 
“AKNS-ZS” system studied by Beals and Coifman [B-C] under the 
correct scaling. In fact, let z = eisd, Qo= Aq,, Ql =Aq,, where A is a scal- 
ing factor, then ( 1.1) transforms into 
SY-Y=diag(eird-1,e-i5d-1)Y+dq,SY+Aq,,Y 
+ A diag(eicd - 1, eeird - 1) q. Y. 
Dividing by A and taking the limit as A + 0, n --P 00, n. A + x, we obtain 
gY=<?Y+QY (1.8) 
with 3 = diag( i, -i). Q(x) is an off-diagonal matrix which is integrable. 
Under the same limiting procedure, the continuum limit of (1.6) is 
(1.9) 
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Equations (1.8) and (1.9) are precisely the generalized AKNS-ZS system 
considered by Beals and Coifman, who also consider the same problem 
with n x n matrices. Most of the results we present also carry over to the 
n x n matrix case. The differences are outlined in Section 5. 
In this section, we study the eigenvalue problem (1.6), (1.7) and the 
associated eigenfunction .&Y. At the end of this section, we prove 
Theorem 1.5. 
It is convenient to introduce the following notation. For 1 z ( > 1 (resp. 
Iz( c l), let IT& l7: , n; be the projections to the diagonal, strictly lower 
triangular, strictly upper triangular parts (resp. diagonal, strictly upper 
triangular, strictly lower triangular) of a 2 x 2 matrix. 
LEMMA 1.10. A solution 4 to (1.6), (1.7) has determinant 1 and is uni- 
que. 
Proof: Equation (1.6) can be rewritten as (1 - Q1) S&Y = 
J(1 + Q,) 4J-‘. Thus, det &H(n) =det d(n), as Q,,, Ql EP& Pi;, respec- 
tively. The normalization (1.7) now shows that det .&Z(n) = 1 for all n. To 
prove uniqueness, let J&, & be 2 solutions. 4?, is invertible. Then 
and JY;‘.&(~, z) = J”(z) ,4(z) J-“(z). Boundedness and (1.7) now give 
A = 1, i.e., J& = ~.4?~. 1 
To find &Y we convert (1.6) into a summation equation as follows: It is 
immediate that 
(S- l)(J-“M(n)J”)= JpnQ,dT+ J-“-‘QIS.MY+’ 
and thus 
n-1 
JW)=lf C or 
m= -cc 
mtn (J’-“‘Q&J d(m) s”-” 
+st-m-lQI(m)S&(m)T+l-n). (1.11) 
Note that the + sign and summation up to n - 1 or n is taken according as 
the sum is from m = -co or m = + co. Since we are looking for bounded 
solutions A, we have to take the summations from m = -CO or m = + cc 
in such a way that conjugating by J”-” and J’-“-’ are bounded 
operations. We also have to take into account the normalization at 
n= --co. 
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These considerations give rise to the following operator for ) z 1 # 1, 
II-1 
Kq,rf(4 = 1 J’-“‘(z)WC, + P )(Qo(m)f(m)) J-Yz) 
m= --oo 
- f J’-‘Yz WC )(Qoh)f(m)) s” - 9) 
m=n 
n-l 
+ 1 J*- “-‘(&,+Z7Y)(QI(m)f(m+ l))Sn+l-n(~) 
m=-cc 
- f J’-“-‘(ZZ;)(Q,(m)f(m+ l))Sn+‘-“(z). 
l?l=” 
We obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.13. For ZE C\T, K,,, is a bounded operator from Z”(E, 
A~(@))+l”(z, .4(c)) with II K4,zIl d llqlll~, where by llq(lr~ we denote 
II QO II P + II Q I II P . Furthermore, K,,, is a compact operator, and the mapping 
z~KK,,~isaholomorphicmapinD+={z:~z(~1}andD~={z:~z~~1} 
which extends continuously up to the boundary U from each sector D+ 
and D-. 
For z # 0, K,,=f satisftes 
K,,f (n + 1) = J(z) K,,f (n) Jp’(z) 
+ J(z) Qdn)f(n) J-‘(z) + Qlb)f (a + I), (1.14) 
lim K,, f(n)=O, (1.15) 
n---m 
lim Kq,zf(n) = f &XQdm)f(m) + Ql(m)f (m + 1)). (1.16) “-CC In=-cc 
Proof. Boundedness and the estimate on the norm follow because the 
summations and projections have been chosen so that, for example, the 
operator PPm(Z7;+ P) J”-” has norm < 1. For compactness, it is 
elementary that for a summable sequence qE I’(& C) the operator 
(?Yf)(n)=C”,=-,dm)f( 1 m is compact. This can be easily extended for 
K 
“$he rest of the theorem is now clear viz. for I z I > 1 (resp. I z ( < l), 
K,,= f (n) is an absolutely and uniformly convergent power series in l/z 
(resp. z). Equation (1.14) is verified by substitution; (1.15) and (1.16) follow 
from the dominated convergence theorem. 1 
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Remark 1.17. Note that (1.12) in fact gives that K,,= depends only on 
.z2. For example, for ) z I> 1, 
&,zf(n) = y ( ,,~g-$+i~;im) 0 
m=-cc 40(m)21f(mh2 ) 
a, 
I( 
0 q,(m)r2f(m + 1)22z2(n-mm11) - 
nl=n 0 0 I- 
This shows in particular that K4,= = Kq,+. 
We now state a theorem about compact operators depending 
analytically on a parameter. 
THEOREM 1.18. Let z + T, be an analytic operator valued map from a 
domain D, such that T, is a compact operator for every z. If D is connected, 
then either 1 - T does not have a bounded inverse for any point in D or 
(1 - T(z))-’ exists except for a countable discrete set of points in D. 
ProoJ See, for example, [D-S]. 1 
We shall now proceed as follows. By (1.5) and (1.16) if .d(n, z) is a 
sequence satisfying 
JW, z) = 1+ K,,AJW, z) 
then it is immediate that J$ satisfies (1.6), (1.7). We thus have to invert the 
operator 1 - K,,=. To use Theorem 1.18 two points z,(z2) in D+(D-) for 
which (1 -T,,), ((1 - T,,)), respectively, are invertible have to be 
exhibited. The obvious choices for z1 and z2 are “zr = co” and z2 = 0. For 
later use, we also would like to know the asymptotic behavior in z as 
lZl-+CO. 
LEMMA 1.19. AS z + ~0, KqTz + K,,,; where K,,, is defined by 
n-l 
K,,,f(n)= 1 I70(Qdm)f(m)+Q,(m)f(m+l))-n+Qdn)f(n) 
m= -cc 
+ fl- Qdn - l)f (n), 
where IL,,, II,, II- are projections to the diagonal, strictly upper, strictly 
lower parts of a matrix. K,,, is a compact operator and (1 - K,,,) is inver- 
tible. Further, (1 - K,,,) -’ 1 = 1. 
Proof: The first part of this theorem is straight forward. All we need to 
note is that 
IKvf-&,,f I - j+ II 4 II II f II 
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which -0 as z + co. K4,00 is compact as before. Therefore, to show that 
1 - K,, is invertible, by the Fredholm alternative, it sufftces to show that 
the only solution to the homogeneous equation Kq,m f=f in 1” is the zero 
solution. Let f satisfy this relation. Choose N such that Ci 2 ‘_ o. 1 q(m)1 < 1. 
Let 1$={g:(- ~13, N)+&(C), g(n) is bounded). Then define 
K : 12 -+1X? by &,m,,vg (m) = (K,,, g)(m). As an operator on I;, 
K zz’z has norm ~1. Iff=fI(-m,N1, 
assume thatfl,-,,,-,,= 
then Kq,m,N J;=J Thus T= 0. Now 
0; we want to show that f(n) = 0. We have that 
f(n) = Kq,m f(n) 
=noQ,(n-l,f(n,-n+Qo(n)f(n)+17-Ql(n-l)f(n). (1.20) 
Using for the first time the fact that Qo(Q,) are strictly lower (resp. upper) 
triangular, (1.20) shows that f(n) = 0. Thus f(m) =O, Vm, i.e., f=O. 
By the Fredholm alternative, 1 - K,,, is invertible. Because K,,, = 0, 
(l-K,,,)-‘l=l. 1 
Now Kq,r + Kq,ca as z + co with 1 - K4+ invertible. Thus 1 -K,,, is 
invertible for z sufficiently large. Also 
and so (1 - K4,=))’ l(n) + 1 as z -+ cc uniformly in n. 
Now, we consider what is happening near z = 0. As we shall see, it is not 
true in general that 1 4 CT(K,,~), i.e., 1 -K,,. is invertible. However, the set 
of potentials for which this does occur forms a dense open set. The relevant 
statement is as follows. 
LEMMA 1.21. lim,,, K,,z = K,,. where K,,, is a compact operator on 1” 
defined by 
n-1 
&f(n) = 1 no(Qo(m)f(m) + Q~(m)f(m + 1)) 
In= -cc 
- fl- Qdn)f(n) f fl+ Ql(n- l)f(n), 
with II,, 17,) LL as in (1.19). Given E > 0, there exist potentials e. and 0, 
which differ from Q. and Q, in only finitely many places, and for which 
IlQo-&II + llQ,-&II <E such that 1 - K,., is invertible, and further, the 
set of all such 4 is open. For such 4 there is an r] > 0 such that 1 - Kg,= is 
invertible for I z I < n. 
Proof For the first part, note that 
II K,,zf - K,,of II N I z I* II q II II f II + 0 as z -+O. 
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To show the latter part, we again use the Fredholm alternative. Let f be a 
fixed point of K,,O : f = &,f, and N be such that C,,, , N+ 1 11 q(m)11 < $. As 
in U.Wf lc-m,N1=O. However, from this it does not follow in general that 
f = 0. We have to modify q to lind a 4 satisfying the conditions of the 
lemma, for which f = 0. Now f ( -N) = 0; and so 
f(-N+l)=&Q,(-N)f(-N+l)-KQ,(-N)f(-N+l) 
+n+Q,(-Wf(-N+l). 
If Ql = ( -so) and Q, = ( fii) this equation becomes ( tz1 0 1 $12 0 0 1 ,712 0 1ii) fil 21 Z ?. = 0. 
The lemma is now obvious. 1 
We now want to show that for “a large” set of “generic” potentials, M 
exists except for finitely many poles, which are simple and satisfy additional 
properties. For this, an argument similar to [B-C] is used, and therefore is 
only sketched here. 
LEMMA 1.22. If q has finite support C-N, N], there exists a unique 
function JttO(n, z) such that for z ~0, .M(n, z) = 1 for n G -N, S.&= 
JAOJ-’ + JQ,AOJ-l+Q&&O. 
For fixed n, AO(n, z) is a rational function, with a pole only at 0 of order 
at most 2(n - N). For n > N + 1, 
&&(n, z) = J?(z) J-” 
with s a rational function having a pole only at 0 of order <2(N + 1). 
Further, det AO= 1. 
Proof: Equation (1.6) can be rewritten as S& = (1 - Q1)-’ J(l + Qo) 
&J-l. Therefore, define 
AO(n, z) = 1 for n<N 
=A(n- l)A(n-2)...A(-N) J-(n+N) for -N<n<N 
= J”-?~(N)A(N-~)Y~(-N+ l)A(-N) J2N+‘JN--, 
whereA(n)=(l-Q,)-‘J(l+Q,,)(n)forn>-N. 
All the results of the lemma are now immediate. Note that ./&(n) and s,, 
can also be written as 
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n-1 
s,(n)=l+ f J-“Qo(m)~o(m)Jm+J-m-lQ1(m)S,Jm+l. I 
-cc 
LEMMA 1.23. If q has compact support, (1.6), (1.7) can be uniquely 
solved in @\(T u (01) except for a finite set of points 2. 
Proof. Uniqueness is (1.10). As in (l.lO), any solution &! to (1.6) 
has to be related to J&, by &?(n, z) =.&&(n, z) J”(z) a(z) J-“(z). Fix z. 
Boundedness in n for n < 0 and convergence to 1 as n -+ -cc imply that 
a(z) is lower (resp. upper) triangular with 1 on diagonal according as 
1 z 1 < 1 (resp. 1 z ) > 1). Boundedness as n + + 00 implies s. a is upper (resp. 
lower) accordingly as (z I< 1 (resp. I z I> 1). Thus, the problem of finding 
bounded solutions Jtl” reduces to an upper-lower (resp. lower-upper) 
factorization of s. This can be done whenever sZ2(z) # 0 (resp. s,,(z) # 0). 
Now for some p, Ps(z) is a polynomial, and so the set of points where 
sZ2 (sI1) vanish form at most a finite set. 1 
Remark 1.24. This factorization is carried out explicitly as follows: 
Suppose IzI > 1. Let s = (s,,), a= (D ’ “(;)I*) with s. a lower triangular, i.e., 
(s*a),,=O. But (~~a),,=O=s,,a~~f~~~. Therefore, if s,~ #O, then a,2= 
- szl/s II. There is a similar factorization for 1 z [ < I. 
Remark 1.25. If ((q (( < 1, (1 K,,, (I < 11 q II < 1, and so 1 - K4,= is invertible 
for all z and JI(n, z) = (1 -&,)-I 1 exists and is analytic in D+ and D- 
and M(n, z) --f 1 as z + co. This gives another method of finding solutions 
to (1.6), (1.7) which are analytic in a neighborhood of 0. First, suppose q 
has support only at one point, assumed without loss of generality to be 
zero. The factorization in (1.23), (1.24) can be carried out explicitly to 
obtain: if 
1 -q1zC2 
Jqn, z) = J” ( i> 
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M(n,z)=.P(l +QO)-‘J-” for n<O 
=J’-‘(1 -Q,)-‘J’-” for nB1 
for lzl<l. 
Thus .M -+ 1 as z + co uniformly in n and M is analytic in a neighborhood 
of 0. Now suppose q is supported in a half ray (-00, no] with 
II41(-m,nd I( < 1. Letting n + n - n,, assume n, =O. Let J& denote the 
eigenfunction corresponding to q 1 (-ao,Oj and .Mr that corresponding to 
q. x 10j. J&, A, are analytic everywhere in D + and D - and + I as z + co. 
We look for an eigenfunction JZ of the form 
.M(n, z) = ~4$~(n, z) J%(z) J-“, n<O 
= Al(n, z) J”b(z) J-“, n 2 0. 
Compatibility at n = 0, boundedness, and behavior at n --t - co gives a fac- 
torization problem 
Jl~‘(O) A,(O) = a(z) b-‘(z) 
with a upper triangular (lower) with 1 on the diagonal, b lower (upper) 
according as I z I 2 1. As z -+ co, &Z;’ A1 4 1 and therefore the fac- 
torization exists. Near zero, let a = ( 4, ‘j’); JY&’ = (~2~). As b is upper 
triangular, 
0 = (a,,)(qo(O)n 42 - -41) - l-4221 - qz-42) = b,, . 
An arbitrarily small perturbation of qo(0)21 will ensure that 
(q,,(O),, &Z2r -J&,)(O) #O, as &r,(z) and Jr,(z) are nonzero analytic 
functions. Thus ~~~(2) = A2, - q2, .d22/(q21d,2 - A,,,) is analytic in a 
neighborhood of zero, and then so is b. Thus JZ itself is analytic in a 
neighborhood of 0. JZ lends to 1 as z + co, and has only a bounded dis- 
crete set of singularities. This procedure obviously can be extended to find 
eigenfunctions ~2 for perturbations of arbitrary q which tend to 1 as z + cc 
and are analytic in a neighborhood of 0. In general, let q be a given poten- 
tial, no and m,, m, > no integers such that (1 q I c-co,noj 11 c 1, )I ql ~,,,,,,oo~ 1) < 1. 
A0 the eigenfunction corresponding to q I (- 03,n,,j, AP the eigenfunction 
corresponding to xrno+Jn) q(n) for p = 0, l,..., m, - no and M,o-no+ r the 
eigenfunction corresponding to q 1 cm(hooj. Looking for eigenfunctions Jt for 
q of the form 
.M(n, z) = MO(n) J5z,(z) J-“, 
= d$,(n) J”a, J-“, 
n-C&J 
n=n,+p, 
p = O,..., m, - no 
=~~--ng+,(n)J”a,,-,+lJ-“, n>mo 
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the compatibility, boundedness, and normalization conditions give the fac- 
torization problem: 
J-“OAy(n,) .J&(no) .P= a,a,’ = b,, say, (1.26) 
rno--p--Jz;gn,+p+ l)dp(n,+p+ l),o+p+l 
=ap+1 p a-‘=bp, say, 
with a0 upper (lower) triangular with 1 on the diagonal and amo-no+ 1 
lower (upper) according as 1 a ( 2 1; i.e., 
%I,-.a+ 1 =b,o~.ob,o-~o~~~~~boao=Bu,, say. (1.27) 
These conditions determine a, and a,, _ no + 1. 1 
THEOREM 1.28. There exists a dense open set of potentials q such that the 
associated eigenfunctions A? have the following properties. 
(i) .M(n, .) extends continuously to the closure, D), F. 
(ii) Poles of A(n, . ) are simple. 
(iii) The two columns of A? have poles at difSerent points. 
(iv) A? is analytic in a neighborhood of 0. 
Remark. The set of such q’s are called generic potentials. We already 
know that for any potential, &? can have only a bounded, discrete set of 
singularities. If q is generic, these singularities are simple, and cannot 
accumulate to any point on T by (i). Hence, there are only finitely many of 
them. 
Proof The proof is similar to that in [B-C], and therefore we only give 
the idea. Take a potential q with compact support. Either (1.21) or (1.25) 
show that we may perturb the potential q so that (iv) holds. Let s be as in 
(1.21); s can be written as s(z) = C,,, 4Nam~m, where a, are constant 
matrices, and therefore the entries si, and s22 can vanish at only finitely 
many points. Poles of &! correspond to precisely these points, and a zero 
of s~~(s~~) gives a pole of JX in the 2”d (1”‘) column. The order of a pole of 
JZ is equal to the order of the zero of the corresponding minor. We can use 
the arguments in the continuous case to perturb the potential q to remove 
these zeros from the unit circle U, split any double zeros, and finally have 
distinct minors having distinct zeros. Again, arbitrarily small perturbations 
of a potential q constructed above have the same property, i.e., generic 
potentials contain an open set. 1 
From now on all potential will be restricted to be generic, i.e., the 
corresponding eigenfunctions satisfy (1.28). 
We now discuss the asymptotic behaviour of Jz’(n, z) as z + co. 
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LEMMA 1.29. Zf Q E I’, NE N, there are unique functions Ak(n), 
O<k<N with 
(i) IJWz)-ZEO z-kAk(n)l = 0( 1 z I-“) as z + CCL Furthermore, 
A!$=0 for p odd, M’= Z, and 
(ii) A?;(n) = - Ql(n),, if (i,j) = (1,2) 
= Q& - lIti if (i,j)= (2, 1). 
(iii) The diagonal part (A’k)diag of Jk is bounded, and its off-diagonal 
part (A’k)ofl is summable. 
Proof: Uniqueness is standard, and as A + 1 as n --) - co, we must 
have that A0 = 1 and Ak + 0 as n + - cc for k > 0. First, we show for- 
mally that the Ak exist and then show (i), (ii), (iii). Now .M satisfies (1.6) 
and has no poles for z sufficiently large. If A(n, z) = CpEo zekdk(n), then 
(l-Q,)S~=J(l+Qo)AJ-limplies 
(iv) C,“=,z -‘(A$(n+ l)-CickG2 QlikAfj(n+ 1)) 
=C;L)Z ki-k’z-“{d?;(n) -k xi>k> 1 Qoik&&(n)}. 
Comparing coefllcients in (iv) shows that the Ak formally exist, and also 
give (ii). Condition (iii) is proved by induction on k. It holds for k = 0 as 
A0 = 1. It holds in general as (iv) gives that the bounded &ii-* is always 
multiplied by the summable Q, to give a summable sequence. 
Now, we want to show that (i) actually holds. Let N be an integer to be 
chosen later, and AN(n, z) = C,“=, z-~A~(~). Then 
~(~~l~~)(n)=J~~l~~J~l+J~~‘(l+Qo)~lJ~l{(l-Q,)~~~ 
-J(l +Qo)A$J-‘} 
= JAC’A~J-’ + B(n), say, 
(S- l)(J-“.A-‘A,J”)= J-“-‘B(n) J”+‘. 
Thus 
(v) A-‘dN= 1 +x:2 sl-“-‘(ZZ;+P) B(m) J”+‘-” 
-C,” P-m-lP+ B(m) J”‘+‘-“, 
provided B is summable. Now let AN = (1 - Ql) s&N - J( 1 + Q,) .&&J- ‘. 
&N is bounded and Q,, Ql summable, so to show that A, is summable, we 
have to show that (SAN - JAN J- l)diag is summable. This last term is 
equal to (QA?~)~‘“” with p < N, and is thus summable. Thus A is sum- 
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mable, and it is clear that A has norm (1 A )I = 0( l/zNP2), which in turn 
implies that )I B(m)11 = 0( l/zNP4 ). Choosing N > No + 4, (v) now gives that 
i.e., 
This last lemma is the key to the inverse problem. 
We now come back to the proof of (1.3), which describes the spectrum of 
theoperatorE=(l-Q,)(l+Q,(n+l))-‘S. 
Proof of Theorem (1.3). It is clear that z E o(L) iff z E o(E). 
Corresponding to the operator L, we have a solution Y to (L - J) !P = 0 
given by Y(n, z)=A(n, z) P with A being the unique bounded nor- 
malized (to be 1 at n = - co) function constructed above. By (1.28), 
singularities of M are simple, finite in number, and do not contain 0. Let 
F= {set of poles of A?}. 
For any z 4 T u Fu {0}, we want to invert the operator L - .I = 
(l-Qi)S-J(z)QO--J(z) acting on 1’. Let fEl*, and if lz(>l define 
y(n)=(l-Q,(n-1)))‘f(n-l), and 
p(n, z) = -C u/(n, z) !P-‘(m, z)f(m) 
m>,n+l 
= --,:+ 1 A(n, z) J”-“J-‘(m, z)J(m). 
The map f +f is clearly bounded on I*. By construction, A? and A%-’ are 
bounded, Izl>l, 1~1”~“~1 for m>n+l, and Cm,n+l IzI”-~= 
l/(1 - I z I) < 039 so II WI 2 G c II 7 II 2 < c II f II 2. Then it is easy to check that 
(L-J) !@n, 2) =f(n). 
We now have that L-J has a continuous right inverse. To show inver- 
tibility, it suffices to show that L-J is injective on l*, which essentially 
follows from (1.10). There is a corresponding proof for I z I < 1. 
We now want to show that for ( z ) = 1, z E a(L), i.e., L - J is not inver- 
tible on l*. To show that an operator A is not invertible, it suflices to find a 
sequence {x,} #O, ([Ax, 11/11 x, II +O as n + co. For ZE T, consider 
!& z) = .At+(n, z) J” where A+(n, z) = lim,,, = l,,,-tr,ltll, i A(n, v), which 
exists by genericity. ( PI = ) A+ ( and det A+ = 1 for all n; this implies that 
lim,,-, I A+(n, z)l #O, i.e., !?$12, i.e., C,, I p(n)12 = co. Consider the 
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sequence p&z) = !?(7/(n) xc-,+,(n). )7/ has finite support and thus belongs to 
12, and clearly P # 0. Then 
(L-J) PJn)=O if n#k or -k-l 
and II(L-J)~~112~l(1-Ql)(-k-1)~(-k)l2+1(1+QO)(k)~(7/(k)l is 
bounded. However, 1) !?kll =&,, ..k /!?(7/(n)l + cc is k + cc, which implies 
inf, II (L - J) pk (I 2/l/ !?/k II = 0 as required. 1 
2. SCATTERING DATA 
In this section we introduce the notion of scattering data and study some 
of its properties. The scattering data (S.D.) is a function defined on T u 
(finite set of points zj}~=, , which contains the spectrum of the operator L. 
We are, in effect constructing a “spectral decomposition” for the non-self- 
adjoint operator L, and shall later reconstruct L from its spectral decom- 
position. The theory that is developed is a spectral theory for L. 
The first few results of this section are the same as the corresponding 
results in the continuous case. We only outline the proofs similar to those 
in the continuous case [B-C] or [B]. The potentials considered are always 
generic. 
LEMMA 2.1. For z,, E 8, the limits lim,,, , I,z-rz,, A’(n, z) = A?+(n, z,,) and 
limlzl < I,z+zo A(n, z) = AC(n, z,,) exist, and there exists a matrix u(z) such 
that A’(n,z)=A-(n,z)Su(z) J-“. Further A*(n,z)=A’(n, -2) and 
so u(z)=u(-z). 
Prooj Existence of the limits is part of genericity of the potentials. By 
continuity, A!+ and A- satisfy (1.6), so S(A-)-’ A’+!+ = J(A-)-’ M+J, 
i.e., A”(n, z) = A-(n, z) J%(z) J-“. The last statement is true because the 
operator ,K4,’ in (2.2) satisfies K,,= = K4 +. In fact K,,= = &Z for an 
operator K,,=z, i.e., K,,= depends only on z2; by Remark 1.17. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose A? has a pole at a point zo. Then -z. is also a pole 
of A and there is a unique matrix u(zo) with 
0) u(zo) = ce12 if I zo( > 1, u(zo) = cezl if lzol < 1, where e12 is the 
matrix unit and c a scalar, 
(ii) Res(.M(n, a), zo) = lim,,, .M(n, z) J”(zo) u(zo) J-“(z,), 
(iii) u( -zo) = -u(zo). 
Proof: First, note that by genericity, z. # 0. Suppose now that ( z. I > 1. 
Let I z I > 1. The remarks (1.24)( 1.27) show that the problem of finding A 
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reduces to factorizing a matrix B(z): given B, we want to find an upper 
triangular matrix with 1 on the diagonal, A(z) such that B. A(z) is lower 
triangular. The matrix B(z) is analytic at zO, and the fact that A has a sim- 
ple pole at z0 means that B,, has a simple zero at zO. In particular, A( 
has a simple pole at zo, and we can now define u(zo) = Res(A(z); zo). Con- 
ditions (i) and (ii) now follow; (iii) follows from the fact that if f is a 
meromorphic function satisfying f(z) = f ( -z), then Res(f, zo) = - Res(f, 
-zo). The same proof works for ( z. 1 < 1. (Note that z. # 0 by 
genericity.) 1 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let A! be an eigenfunction corresponding to a generic 
potential, { zi ,..., zN } the finite set of poles of A?, and u(z), v(zi),..., v(zj) the 
functions which exist by (2.1) and (2.2). The scattering data (S.D.) for q is 
defined to be {v(z), z1 ,..., zN, u(zi) ,..., u(z,)}. The map qt+ {u, {Zj}(Uj}} is 
also called the scattering or spectral transform. 
THEOREM 2.4. The scattering transform is an injectiue map. 
Proof. See [B-C, Theorem B]. 
We now introduce another notion of scattering data, which is closely 
related to the classical one, namely, taking an eigenfunction A! normalized 
at -co, and seeing what happens as n -+ + co. The relation between the 
“new” scattering and the previous notion is then studied. 
THEOREM 2.5. For z E T, there exists a unique matrix .d(n, z) satisfying 
(1.6), (1.7). The limit limn++a, J-“.M(n, z) J” = s(z) exists, and we have 
(i) A(n, z) = 1 + C;= --m J”-“Qo(m) d(m) J”-” + P-“- ‘Q,(m) 
SA!(m)Jm+lPn, 
(ii) s(z) = 1 + C,“=-, JPmQo(m) .4X(m) J” + J-+‘Ql(m) 
.,d(m+ l)P+’ 
and det .M(n, z) = 1 = det s(z). A?(n, z) is bounded uniformly in n and z. 
Remark. This should be compared to (1.22). The difference here is that 
q need not have finite support, i.e., we have to prove the convergence of an 
infinite product 
liym Jp2N+1 fi ,4(k) = J-2N+1 A(N) A(N- l)... A( -N+ 1) A( -N), 
k= -N 
where 
A(k) = (1 - QI)-’ 41 + Qo)(k). 
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Proof We have to show that (i) actually does define a matrix A!(n, z) 
bounded in n. Choose n, such that C Ik, ,nO ( q(k)1 < 4, and consider the 
operator 
n-1 
&,f= c sl-kQ(k)f(k)Jk-“+P-k---Q1(k)f(k+ l)Jk+lPn. 
k= --m 
Eq,= maps I”( - co, n,] to itself with norm <t, because ZE U and so 
I.P-k(z)l = 1. Thus l-&= is invertible, and there exists a function A 
satisfying (i) and herefore (1.6) for n <n,,. Clearly A(n, z) is bounded and 
-+l as n+ -co. If we now define for k>O A%‘(-n,+k+l)=A(-n,+k) 
A(-n,+k-l)...A(-n,)~(-n,)J-‘k+l) with A(k) as in the remark, it 
is obvious that (i) and (1.6) hold for all n. We have to show that A( ., z) is 
bounded. Now 
ng + k 
I&(-no+k+lN Q n (l+c(lQ~I + IQ,I,(J?,I~~,)I 
j=no 
for some constant c, as (1 - Ql)-’ = I+ Qi and Q,, Qi are bounded. Now 
Cmo 4lQ,I+lQoIU<*~ so ~~~(l+~(IQ,l+lQ~l)(~)) is a 
Cauchy sequence in k and therefore bounded, i.e., A’( a, z) is bounded 
independent of z. The remainder of the theorem follows. 1 
Remark. The above proof shows in fact that s(z) is uniformly con- 
tinuous. We only have to note that the dependence of &, on z in con- 
tinuous, and uniform continuity comes from (ii). We later show that if Q 
has more decay, s is differentiable. 
We now study the relation between s and the scattering data {u, (zj}, 
u(zi)} introduced earlier. We have to first state some results about A%!. 
LEMMA 2.6. For z0 E U, there exist matrices a* (z,), b*(z,) such that, if 
Art (n, zd = lim, + zo,lql h 1 ~.@(rl, n), then 
(i) lim .* -00 ( dd’(n, zo) -J”(z,) a’(z,) J-“(ZJI =o, 
(ii) lim n + + co I JZ’ (n, d - J’Yz,) b * (zo) J-‘Yz,)l = 0, 
(iii) U+(K) is upper (resp. lower) triangular, and a,;+ = 1, 
(iv) b+(b-) is lower (resp. upper) triangular, b,$ #O, 
(v) u= (a-)-’ a+ = (b-)-l b+, 
(vi) det(u) = 1; uil = 1 and uz2 # 0. 
Proof: See [B, Theorem 4.221. 
LEMMA 2.7. For z not a pole of A! and 1 z I # 1, 0, we have that lim, _ co 
JZ(n, z) = 6(z) exists where 6 is diagonal, and for 1 z ) > 1 
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(i) 6i, has a zero at zo (ii) 6,, has a pole at zc> (iii) &(n, .) has a 
pole in the 2nd column. 
There is a corresponding result for (z ( < 1. The zeros and poles are simple. 
Proof: See [B], Lemma4.13. 
It is clear that the diagonal parts of b’ in (2.6)(ii) are precisely 
6 *(z) = liq,, $ 1,4 + t S(q). By genericity, 6* do not have any zero or poles 
on 1 z I= 1, so b * have no zeros on ( z I= 1. This is required in the proof of 
(2.6). 
Remark 2.9. u(z)= (b-)-l (b+) with b- upper and b+ lower. Thus 
u22 = (b,)-’ b&. Now bh and b$ are clearly the limits SA, S&, where 6 is 
as in (2.7), i.e., 
Now 822 is a meromorphic function A’(n, z) + 1 as 1 z ) -+ co uniformly in n; 
so 622(z)+ 1 as IzI + co. By (2.7), h22 has simple zeros and poles, whose 
positions are determined from those of the poles of A. It is classical that 
bZ2 is uniquely determined by the locations of its zeros and poles, and the 
ratio (6~)~’ S&. (See [B-C, Appendix].) There is a compatibility con- 
dition between the number of zeros and poles of d2* and the winding num- 
ber of u22 = (6,))’ St, 
& 
J T 
d(argv,,)= -$ Ju d(arg 6;) + & J, d(aw G). 
But 
& J d(arg 6,) = # of zeros of 622 - # of poles of h22 in 1 z I< 1, 
T 
(2.10) 
- i[ d(arg6&)= # ofzerosofS,,- # ofpolesof6,,in(z(>l. 
il 
The right-hand side can be determined from knowledge of the poles of A’. 
Having determined 822, 6,1 can be easily found as det 6=61,822= 1. 
Remark 2.11. At this point, we can determine the scattering data 
corresponding to eigenfunctions normalized to be 1 at n = + co. This will 
be required at a later state. Now &(n,z)+l as n+--oo and 
&(n, z) + S(z) as n -P + co. Thus, the solution to (1.6) normalized to be 1 
at n= +co is ~?=&6-‘. Then (~?-)-‘2+ =S-~(6.))‘=u”. 6 can be 
determined directly from (u, (zj> (ui) > by (2.9), i.e., we can determine fi 
from the original scattering data. The discrete data can also be determined 
from {u, {zj>, u(zj)} in a method similar to that in [B]. 
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Remark 2.12. These results show that the matrix 6 can be uniquely 
determined from the scattering data. 
Now for ZE U, define &(n, z) = d’(n, z) J”(z) a’(z)-’ J-“(z). Then 
.M(n, z) = &‘-(n, z) J”a-(z)-’ J-“, and J? satisfies (1.6), (1.7). By uni- 
queness, it is the same matrix that is obtained in (2.5). Thus, 
s(z)=.:?, J-“A(n,z)P=b+(z)a+(z)-‘=b-(z)a-(z)-’. 
This is the key to the relationship between s and {u, (zj)}. Given S, fac- 
torize s to find a +, b * as above. This can be done uniquely as the diagonal 
parts of a* are known (= 1). (Note that this also shows that genericity 
implies that sil and sZ2 are nonzero.) Then u=(a-)-I a+ =(b-)-I b+. 
Now 6 is a meromorphic function tending to 1 at co whose limits at q from 
outside and inside the circle are, respectively, the diagonal parts of b +, b -. 
Thus b: determine 6 and therefore, by (2.7), the locations of the poles (z,} 
of .M. Note that we cannot determine Y(z~). Conversely, given the scattering 
data, we first determine 6, then factor u = (a-)-’ a+ and u = (b-)-l b+, 
where a$ = 1 and the diagonal parts of b* are determined from S. Again, 
this can be carried out uniquely. Then s = b + (a + ) - ’ = b - (a - ) - ‘. There is 
now an equivalence between s and u. 
Remark 2.13. For a potential q, let q1 = q 1 c-aa,nol and q2 = q I[,,,,+ ,,mj, 
&?, .&i, J’& be the corresponding eigenfunctions and S, s,, s2 the 
corresponding s’s. It is clear that s = s, s2. 
Now, we prove analytic properties of sj, after introducing some notation. 
Let YV denote the Wiener-Banach algebra consisting of matrix-valued 
functions on % with absolutely convergent Fourier series, i.e., 





Where there is no possibility of confusion, we denote 11. II w  and 11. [Ia by 
II . II . 
Also, let 
9?(l)= {fE9,foreachn, D!f(n)EW”, O<j<l 




fE @‘)> II f II 9(l) = sup I n I -j II Rf(n)ll WP where 
d j 
D-j = -. 
OgjSl dz’ 
n#O 
THEOREM 2.14. Zf C I n’q(n)l < 00 for a nonnegative integer I, then given 
~>O,s=s~s~s~with)~s~-1~~~<~,i=1and3,D~s,andD~s,~~, l<j<l. 
In fact JC In’s”,(n)\ < co and i = 1, 3. s2 is a polynomial in z and l/z. In par- 
ticular, this shows that decay of q implies smoothness of s. 
Proof: (i) Suppose I =O. Given E, choose no such that C,n,)no--2 
Idn)l <e/4. Let q1=ql(-ao,--n017 q~=qI~-no-I.no-ll~ q3=qICnao3) and sl, 
s2, s3 the corresponding s. Then s = sr s2s3 ; s2 has the form required of it, 
and we have to show that II Si- 1 II <E. Consider the subspace Gino of 
9: Qeno= { fE9, f(n) =0 for n an,}. Define the operator &, from R,,,, 
to functions defined on ( - cc, -no] x T by 
(&,f )(n, 4 = (&,,Zf (., z))(n) for n<n,. 
K,,Z is as in (2.5).) Now fix n< -no. &: %,,a-+9-no with norm 
<&(<l), so 1 - &, is invertible, 1 E 9-no. Let A(n, z) = 
(1-&)’ l(n, z) for n< -no. Then we have that sup II A(n, .)llw < 
l/(1-Ijq,II)<coforn<--n,.Then 
sl(z) = 1 + 1 JpmQo(m) A!(m) J”’ + J-‘+‘Ql(m) A(m + 1) J”‘+’ 
--co 
shows that II sr - 1 )I W is sufficiently small for no sufftciently large. An 
analogous argument works for s3. Also, clearly s2 E W, and then this 
implies that s = ~1~2~3 E W. 
(ii) I> 0. Suppose 1= 1. The case I> 1 is very similar to this case. 
Again, choose no such that Z,,,,, 1 n I I q(n)1 < e/4, s = ~1~2~3 as before. Let 
f E 9(l). Then, as above, II&f (n, . MI < (g/4) SUP,.., II f (p, z)ll, i.e., 
II Kf (4 * II d t&/4)11 f lld~)~ Also, DiKf (n, z) is the sum of terms involving 
(n-p) Qo(P)f (p, 4, (n-p - 1) Qh)f (p + 1,~) and Qo(p) Df (z-h 4 and 
Ql(p) Df (p + 1,~). Then 
n-l II Df Ef (n, z)ll 
II-1 
< 1 I PI(IQo(P)I + IQ,(P)O.SUP IIf(p,*)IIw 
p= -cw P 
n-1 
+ 1 (lQo(~)l+ IQI(P)I).suP IIf(p,.)IIw 
p= -Cc P 
n-1 
+ 1 I P~(IQ~(P)I+~QI(P)O~~~PP-~ IIDzf(p,.NIw. 
p= -cc P 
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Thus 11 Kf 119,~, ,< E 11 f IIB(,); i.e., g: ~3~‘) + Q(l) with small norm. The results 
for I= 1 now follows as in the case 1= 0, and we can prove in the same way 
the cases I> 1. In fact, it can be easily seen that we can marginally modify 
the proof to obtain the derivatives s1 and s3 having arbitrarily small norms 
as well. 1 
This theorem also proves that the scattering matrix v also belongs to the 
respective Wiener algebras and has the corresponding smoothness proper- 
ties. u is obtained from s by a process of factorization. This procedure only 
involves taking the sums, products of entires of s and dividing by nonzero 
elements. Each of these steps preserves the analytic properties of s, i.e., 
Z ( kPs^(k)( < cc o C (k%(k)1 < co, as required. There are two other ways of 
seeing this directly, and we now outline these methods. 
LEMMA 2.15. Let A = ( i1 A’,), qk(m)= ( --~Yz‘$I)~ q(m), where 9l is the 
operator 2Iq = Aq - qA. Zf q E I’ and 1) q 11 < 1 with (1 qk )I < co, then for n E Iz, 
ZEC\UU {O)), 
1(&y 4 n,z 1 1 eYz-ku - l1410~k-1 (I+ II411 + IhIW 
ProoJ: Let K,, be the operator in (1.12) and K, the operator on 
functions of 2 variables defined by (K, f )(n, z) = (K,,= f (., z))(n). Let 
C = (a/az) - (&I/z). Then [C, K,] = (l/z) K,, with 
4,(m)={(-m~Z)Q,(m)+(-m-l)~Q,(m)>. 
We can justify differentiating the Neuman series term by term to obtain 
[c,(l-K,)‘]=(i-K,)1~K,,(l-K,)-1. 
The result now follows from an obvious induction. 1 
This lemma can be used to prove that the u are Ck functions exactly as in 
the continuous case. However, we do not get that C lnlk I fi(n)l < co. To 
show this directly, one uses an argument similar to that in (2.14). Let @‘) 
be as in that lemma, and K& = lim, -tz,,tl, $ i K,,,, where K4,= is as in (2.2). 
Let I( q I( be small. We can repeat the argument in (2.14) with K& in place 
of & to obtain that JZ*(O, z) satisfies the required analytic properties, 
and then this implies that so does u = (A-)-’ JX+(O, z). Again, the result 
can be extended to q with large norm by the usual procedure. 
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3. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
We now start on the solution of the inverse scattering problem of trying 
to reconstruct the functions A(n, z), Q,,(n), Q,(n) from the scattering data, 
such that (1.6), (1.7) hold. It turns out that this is a Riemann-Hilbert fac- 
torizaton problem which depends on an integer parameter, and the fac- 
torization has to be carried out with control over this parameter. This is 
first accomplished for sufficiently “small” data u with no discrete spectrum, 
and then extended by a rational approximation technique for a set of 
“generic” data. 
Let q be a generic potential for which the eigenfunction .A! has no poles. 
Let A!, A*, a* be as in (2.6), (2.12). Then u= (a-)-’ a+, and let 
~-(n,z)-dd+(n,z)=A%qn,z)P(z)(a-(z)-a+(z)}J-”(z) 
= dqn, z) W(n, z) (3.1) 
with W(n, z) = P(z)(a-(z) - a+(z)) J-“(z). Note that the symmetry con- 
ditions u( -z) = u(z) imply the same conditions on u*. If we define A(n, z) 
for lzl#l by 
(3.2) 
then it is classical that if JZ * (n, z) = lim, _ Z,,q, S i A’(n, z), then (3.1) holds. 
In the following, we shall convert (3.2) into a singular integral equation for 
.M(n, .) on lzl = 1, and then extend &(n, z) to jzj # 1 by (3.2). This will 
allow us to show that (1.6) and (1.7) hold with Q, and Q, given in terms of 
the asymptotic expansion of .4Z around z = cc, as in (1.29)(ii). This 
procedure also shows that the scattering data corresponding to this Q0 and 
Q, is precisely u, and completely solves the inverse problem. We also prove 





In particular, for f~ B, f(2k + 1) = 0. 
Define operators C* by 
(3.4) 
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LEMMA 3.5. (i) C* : B--f B, 
(ii) II C* II B-tB< 1, and 
(iii) (C- - C’)f=fforf~ B. 
ProoJ Note that for JE B, f(z)=CY,f(k) zk, then C+f(z)= 
WEAxJW zk and C-f(z) = Cp+p(k) zk. 1 
The results of the previous section show that s belongs to B for Q,, 
Q, E I’. Now suppose v E B is given. Let W be obtained as in (3.1) : if 
u= (a-)-’ a+, W= u+ -a-. For each integer n, define an operator C,, 
by 
(Cwnf)(z)= C’(f(*) W-h -))(z)+ C-(f(v) W+(n, *))(z), (3.6) 
where W*(n, z) =J”(z) W*(z) J-“(z) and W+, (W-) are the upper 
(lower) parts of W. Let AZ E B satisfy 
A(% z) 5 1 + C,,.M(n, z). (3.7) 
Extend AZ to @\T by (3.2). It then follows that 
.M’(n, z) = A-(n, z) J%(z) J-“. 
LEMMA 3.8. CW,": B -, B with II C,, II < II WI,. 
Proof: This follows from (3.5). 1 
Now, we state the major theorem of this section. Its proof, which is quite 
long, is broken up into a sequence of lemmas. Note that we have to use the 
symmetry conditions on W at quite a few places. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let v E B satisfy the constraints of the lust section, and W 
be the function obtained in (3.1). If )I W 11 < 3, then for each integer n, there 
exists a unique function A(n, -) in B satisfying (3.7). A( ., z) is uniformly 
bounded in z and lim,+, A(n, z) = 1. Let 
(i) Q&l = - (1/2x,) IL jT J-l&@ + 1, rl) Wn + 4 ~1 Jhh, 
(ii) Q,(n) = (VW fl+ ST JAh ‘11 Wn, v) J-’ 4/v, 
where 17- and 17, denote projection to upper, lower parts, respectively. 
Then QO, Ql E 1’ and for z E T, 
Sd = JAJ-’ + JQ,.dJ- + QIS-/i(. (3.10) 
50516413.IO 
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If we extend JY to c\U by (3.2), then again A(+, z) is bounded, 
lim,,-, a(n, z) = 1 and (3.10) holds for z #O and lim,,, A(n, z) = 1 
uniformly in n. 
Proof. I( C,, 11~ (1 WI\ < i< 1, so 1 - C,, is an invertible operator on 
B, i.e., M(n, z) = (1 - C,,))’ l(z) exists and belongs to B for each n. Also 
is bounded independent of n. For any f&B, 1 f I< I( f 11 B, where 1 f 1 denotes 
the sup norm (in z), we see immediately that I J(n, z)l < 
(l/( 1 - (1 W II))\I 111 is bounded uniformly in both n and z. Now 
~(n,z)-l=(l-cCw,n)-l(Cw,nl) so )&(n,z)-116 1 _ ; w,, II Cw,,l II. 
AS C,,l=C+(W-(n;))+C-(W+(n;)), llC,,nllI +O as n+ -co, so 
d(n, Z) -+ 1 as n + - 00 uniformly in z. 
Now suppose 4 has been extended to @\U by (3.2). 1 d(n, z)- 11 is 
bounded as a function of n and tends to zero uniformly in n as z + co. Now 
It is clear that the second term tends to 0 as n + - co. The Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem shows that as n + - 00, the first term also 
tends to 0, i.e., lim,,-, A(n, z) = 1 uniformly in z. 
We now want to show that (3.10) holds. First, we show that if (3.10) 
holds for ) z 1 = 1, it also holds for ) z 1 # 0. This is the first place where we 
make use of the symmetry conditions W( -z) = W(z). 
LEMMA 3.11. Zf (3.10) holdsfor IzI = 1 and A is extended to IzJ # 1 by 
(3.2), then (3.10) holds for ( z ( # 1 as well, Q. and Ql me giuen by (i) and 
(ii) of (3.9). 
ProoJ: Suppose z # 0, 1 z I# 1. Unless otherwise stated, the sequences & 
and Q are always to be evaluated at the integer n. 
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Using (3.10) twice for 1 z I= 1, we obtain 
(1-QMA=.Z(z,(l+Qo)AJ-‘+(l-Q,)-J(z)(l+Q&-’(z) 
+& j, {Jh) Qc4wh tl)J-‘@I) 
-J(z) QokWn, r) J-‘(z)) f& 
+& Ju iJ(1) Awn, ?I J-%9 
-J(Z) AW(n, q)J-‘(z)) 2. 
Denote the last two integrals by I, and Z2, respectively, and look at the 
upper part of Z2. Let J!? = A. W(n, q). Then 
The symmetry conditions on W (and thus .M) imply that j 2(n, q) dq = 0. 
The other term in the integral is just Q,(n)iz. This shows that ZZ+Z, = 
Q,(n) and now (i) implies that ZZ+(l -Qi) S.M=ZZ+.Z(l + Q,)A’Jp’. It is 
clear that the diagonal parts of I1 and Z2 are zero, so that this now implies 
that 
The proof that the lower parts of (1 - Q,) SA and J(l + Q,) A!J-’ are the 
same is similar. 1 
Now, we want to show that (3.2) indeed holds for ( z) = 1. A( *, z) is 
bounded and A!(n, . ) E B. Consider the following operators C,, A0 and A 1 
acting on the space of uniformly bounded B-valued sequences viz. 
23 = {f: Z + B: sup,, 1) f(n)lls < m}. 
(Cwf)h z) = (CW,“fh .))(z), (3.12) 
(4J”)h z) = J-‘(z)f(n + 1, z) J(z) -Sh ~1, (3.13) 
(A, fh z) = J(z)f(n - 1, z) J- ‘(~1 -fh z). (3.14) 
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The results we have obtained so far show that CW, A,, AI map 23 to 23 
continuously. Let 
AJcwm, z) - Cw&fh z) = II&, cw1m z) = Lu-)h z). (3.15) 
The diagonal terms in this expression are zero. Let A(n) = d(n) W(n), 




I’ - z, 12’1 < I 271i s 
dhqn+ 1) W’(n+ 1) (z2-v2~dv 
V-Z 
=&G+lL, (-1)(1+2)4 
= Q&h 3 say. 
The second term in the integral is zero because J? E B. In particular, we 
have that 
CA,, Cwl JWJ, z) = Q&J + n+ L,(JW~ 2) 
= Qob) + B, h ~1, say. (3.16) 
The same method, starting with A, in place of A, gives 
where 
CA,, C,l JW,z)= -Ql(n- l)+ZLL,(A)(n, z) 
= -Ql(n- l)+ Be@, z), (3.17) 
~l~~)(~, z) = CA,, C,l4% z). 
NowA,1=&1=0and~(n,z)=((1-C,))‘1)(n,z),i.e., 
AoAqn,z)=A,(l-Cw)-ll=(l-Cw)-l[A,,CW]A 
= Q&J JO, z) + ((I- Cw)-l B+}h z), 
J-‘(z) Af(n -I- 1, z) J(z) - A(n, z) 
= Qo(n) A(n, z) + (1 - CW)-’ B+(n, z). (3.18) 
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Similarly, (3.17) gives 
J(z) .d(n - l), z) P(z) - .A@, 2) 
=-Ql(n-l)@z,z)+((l-CC,)-‘B_)(n,z). (3.19) 
Now to prove that (3.10) holds on (z/ = 1, we have to make use of both 





(1 -C&W’(Q&)J-‘)(q z)=JQ&- l)J-‘+17-Ll(Q0A)(n, z). 
Proof: 
(1 -Cw)(J-lQ,S~J)=J-lQ;J+J-lQ,{C+(~(n+ 1) W-(n+ 1)) 




since the diagonal and lower part of the integral vanishes. The other result 
is similar. 1 
LEMMA 3.23. (i) B+(n, z) = (1 - C,)(J-‘Q, X&J) 
+n+L,{(S-l(l-C,)-lB_)~)(n,z). 
(ii) B-(n,z)= -(l -C,)(JS-‘(Q,AY)J-~) 
+zLL1{(S-‘(I-C&‘B+).#q(n,z). 
Proof: 
B+ (4 z) = 17, J%dJwh z) 
=$7+(J-‘c+(J#qn+ 1) W-(n+ 1))J 




Now substitute the expression for A(n -t- 1) obtained from (3.19) by 
replacing n - 1 by n, i.e., n by n + 1. Then (3.24) is equal to a sum 
of 12 terms. Group the terms involving A(n) (resp. Qr(n), B-(n)) 
together and call these integrals I1 (resp. I,, Z3). Then, by the argument 
that follows (3.15), I, = J-‘Qr J, I, = ZZ, La{ (S-‘Q,) A!} and 
Z3=ZZ+L,{(S-1(1-C,)-1B~)A}. By (3.22) Z,+Z,=(l-Cw) 
(J-‘QrS&.Z). This proves (i); (ii) is similar. 1 
LEMMA 3.25. B+(n, z) = D+(n, z) = (1 - C,)(J-‘Q,SAJ)(n, z) and 
B-(n,z)= -(l -C,)(J(S-lQO)(S-lA’)J-l)(n,~) are solutions to the 
equations (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.23. 
Proof. Suppose B, and B- are as in Lemma 3.25. Then 
ZZ+L,{(S-‘(1 - Cw)-l BP) A!}(n, z)= 17, L,,{JSP2(Q,A!) .I-l}(n, z). 
The upper part of this integral is 0. The second part is similar. 1 
If B, = (1-C,)-‘(J-‘Q&M) and B_(n, z) = (1 -C&l 
(JS-’ (QOA) J-‘)(n, z), then (3.20) and (3.21) hold, which is all that is 
required to show that (3.2) is true. The above lemma shows that these 
choices of B, and BP are possible solutions to (3.27) and (3.28). We now 
only have to show that they are the only solutions. Now (3.23)(i) and (ii) 
can be rewritten as B+=(l-Cw)(J-‘QISA.l)+K,B_ and B-= 
-(l-C,+,)(.ZQ,,A’J-‘+KzB+, i.e., B+=a++K,B- and B-=a-+ 
K, B, say. Lemma 3.25 says that Kl(a _ ) = K2(a + ) = 0. We now have that 
i.e., B, - a + is a fixed point of the operator K, K2. This operator has norm 
6c I( W(I ; and so for (1 WI1 sufficiently small, it follows that B, = a,, 
B- = a- are unique solutions to (3.23)(i) and (ii). This completes the proof 
that the function A! satisfies Eq. (1.6) for W of small norm. The argument 
in the case when W has large norm will be discussed later, and is very 
similar to the preceding discussion. 
The only part of (3.9) that remains to be proved is 
LEMMA 3.26. Q, and Q, are summable. 
Proof. By (3.9)(i), 
2niQ,(nJ12 = n+ 1 T J-Wn, vl) W(n, v) J-' $, 
M(n,tj)=(l-C,)pl l(n,v)= 5 C,l(n,rj). 
r=O 
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This last sum is uniformly convergent, and thus we can interchange the 
summation and integral in (3.9)(i) to obtain 
= 17, f f f CG&&, W(%) 
r=OpfJ=l so= --co 
X~Po,(-s,-(k,,+ l)n-2) 




so, recalling J= diag(z, zP ‘) = diag(zkl, ~~2). 
c 5 s(4 *)i’, @I) $JIP 19p,<pcJs,=-” 
x {S--S1-(kpl-kp)4 for s 2 0, 
This formula can clearly be iterated to obtain (&, g): Then, letting g = 1 
and then substituting the resulting expression in (3.27), and expression for 
Ql(n)12 in terms of I@ is obtained, which can be shown to be summable. 
First, we introduct some notation. Let Z, = (A = (a,,..., a,- 1): uk = 0 or 1, 
O<k<r-l},andforA=(a, ,..., a,-,)~Z,,let 
Q, = {(so..., s,, PO ,... 3 p,): pk and sk are integers, 0 6 k < r, p. = 1 or 2, 
- co<s,<co. For l<k<r-1, if a,=0 then O<ss,<cc and 
l<~~+,<~~;if+=l, then -co<s,<-1 and2>p,+,>p,}, 
Q,,, = { (so,..., sr 3 PO ,.-., P~)ESZ~, withs,=Oandp,= l}. 
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By induction, one can see that Ij;( W),, (n) is the sum of at most 2’ terms, 
say F, = C:I., S,,. For each summand S,,,, there is a unique A, E Z, such 
that 
Sr,,(~),i = c I-I %,P,-, (St-l-St-(kpr--PI-,)n), (3.27) 
R ” ot=o I’ 
where p- 1 =j and s_, = - (ki - ki). Furthermore, the map S,,I + AI is 
injective for fixed r. Let 
sz ,4,O,P = {(so,..., s,, PO,..., p,) : S, = 0, p, = i and there exist to ,..., t, 
such that (to ,..., t,, p. ,..., p,) E Q,,,}. 
Let Proj, be the projection to last r + 1 coordinates and 
Pr, = Proj, B,,o,p. 
We can now estimate II S,I(n)12 )I in the following way: 
= Ii! / f ri %Pt-1 (St-l-S,-(kp,-kp,_,)n) n = -co f?“,$ * = 0 
Q f 1 l-j l~p,p,-,(SI--l-St-(~pr-kP,-,)n)l. 
n = - m O”,“,P I = 0 
Now let s”, = S, - (ki - k,,)n so that s”,- 1 -S, = s,- 1 -s, - (kp, - k,,!_,) n. The 
above expression is now 
G f 
n=--00 
c ,fio I ~)pIp,-,(s”Ih 1- s”,)l 
The inner sum is the convolution of the (r + 1) 1’ functions 16~,~,+,, so 
f I &(n),z I G 1 ir II ~p#-,(.)III 
-cc PI)‘. .p,cPr”, I=0 
< 11 Wllr+’ 
and so 
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This shows that Q,(n),, is an element of I’. With minor modifications, 
the above method also shows that Q,,E/‘. This completes the proof of the 
lemma and also of Theorem 3.9. 
A very similar method can be used to show that if WEB, and k 
derivatives of W also belong to B, then Q, and Ql decay at co, i.e., 
C,“= --a, 1 n 1 k 1 Qi(rz)l < co. We now make this precise. 
THEOREM 3.29. Suppose WEB satisfies the conditions in (3.9) and in 
addition, for some positive integer d, Cp= _ a, ( kd&(k)l 11 W IId < 4. Then 
c,“= --m kd 1 Q/c(k)1 < 03. 
ProoJ: Look at the expression (3.27). Clearly 
Now C:so s”,- 1 -s”, = -2(n + 1) and so the right-hand side is 
Expand out the term involving the power d. It gives at most (r + 2)d terms, 
each of which is of the form a=, (?,- I -S,)“* 2q+1 with xi+; a, = d, and 
a, > 0. Clearly each such term is less than [n;,, (S,- , - 5,) .2]4 Then 
letting 11 ti’p,p,-,(.)((d=C,?z --a, I G’p,p,-,(k)l kd we finally obtain 
f I nd%@)12 IG 
n= --m 
po’ zEp, (r+2Jd II%,,JK+’ 
< (r + ;)d ll”k/lj’ l. 
Again as in (3.27), 
f 
n= -m 
lndl IQIW121 Gr~ons~m IndFr(W)(n),,( 
< f 2’.(r+2)d* )I WJI;+‘. 
r=O 
Now 2 (I W((,C 1, and ifs< 1, ~;zonds”< cc, so the above sum is finite. 
The same method works for Qo. 1 
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4. THE INVERSE PROBLEM FOR LARGE SCATTERING DATA 
Section 3, we have shown that if the scattering data belong to the 
Banach algebra B and have sufficiently small norm with no discrete data, 
the eigenvalue equations (1.6), (1.7) hold for all n. In this section, scattering 
data of large norm with discrete data are considered. 
The set SD of scattering data consists of elements of the form 
where 
u(z) : u + d&(C) (4.1) 
is an element of the Banach algebra B, and 
ZOE {ZfJ * -ZoE {z/J with u(zk) = - v( - zk), (4.2) 
I~~I>l*v(z~)=ce,~ and lzkl < 1 *u(zk)=ce21, (4.3) 
dk+(u(z)) = 1, k = 1, 2. (4.4) 
DEFINITION. U: C\U + C is a piecewise rational function if u I,=, , 1 and 
u I ,Z, < i are rational, and u does not have any singularities on I z 1 = 1. 
The following lemma is elementary. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let f: T --, C be an even function with an absolutely con- 
vergent fourier series. Giuen E > 0, there exists an even rational function u 
with simple poles, such that 
llu-fII<E and u(z)+0 asz+oO. 
LEMMA 4.6. For u E SD, and E > 0, there is a piecewise rational u with 
u(z)/& = 1, u(z) -+ 1 as z--too, ub)l by, 1 is upper, (4.7) 
u(z)1 IzI < 1 is lower, u(-z)=u(z), 
II(K) u(u+)-l- 1 )( <E. (4.8) 
Proof: By (2.6), ~=(a-(z)))‘a+(z) with a- lower, a+ upper, with 1 
on diagonals. As u(z) = u( -z), a*(z) = a * ( -z). By the above lemma, there 
are rational functions uf which satisfy (4.7) and )I uf - a* 11 < E/N. For N 
sufficiently large, this function u satisfies equation (4.8). 1 
Lemma 4.5 gives rational functions u with simple poles. Without loss of 
generality we can choose the poles of u to be distinct from those of u and 
that the columns of u to have distinct poles. 
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Let S= (0, (z~}~N,~ {~(z~))iN_~} b e g iven scattering data, and A the 
corresponding eigenfunction, and u chosen as in (4.8), with poles at 
fzjlj”=N+l. 
THEOREM 4.9. d(n, z) = A(n, z) P(z) u(z) J-“(z) is an eigenfunction 
for scattering data 3 = (6, {zj}r! 1, {u”(zj)}im_ 1 } where 6, v’(zj) can be 
calculated from v, v(zj) and u. 
Proof. This follows as in the continuous case. See [B]. 1 
Suppose S= {VP izj}, {vCzj)}} is g iven. If (1 v 11 is sufficiently small, the 
previous section gives an algorithm to show how to carry out the inverse 
spectral transform when there is no point spectrum. If 11 v 11 is large, by the 
above theorem, we can reduce the inverse problem to an equivalent one 
3 = { 5, {Zj>, (C(zj)} } with II 0” 1) arbitrarily small. 3 satisfies the same con- 
straints as S. This latter problem can be considered a pertubation of a 
solvable one (viz. when there is no point spectrum) and can be solved by 
Fredholm’s theory for a “dense set” of data. We now proceed to carry this 
through. 
DEFINITION 4.10. In the set SD of scattering data, define a metric as 
follows: If S= {v, (zj), (v(zj))}, S’ = (v’, (zj), (v’(z;))} then 
i 
1 
d(sT s’)= [Iv-V’II +zj Ip(zj)-v’(zj)(l 
if (zj) # (zj) 
if (zj) = (z;), 
where 11 v - v’ 11 is the norm defined in (3.3) and II v(zj) - v(z,)’ II is the usual 
matrix norm. 
DEFINITION 4.11. A normalized eigenfunction A?(n, z) for scattering 
data {u, (zjh (V(zj))} is a function A!(n, .): @\(a u {zj}) + .A$(@) such 
that 
(i) M(n, . ) is holomorphic in @\(U u { zj} ), has simple poles at (zj), 
and extends continuously to 8. 
(ii) .M(n, a) + 1 as z + co. 
(iii) Res(M, zj) = lim,,, A’(n, z) J”(zj) ojJ-“(zj). 
(iv) k”(n, z) = JC(n, z) J”(z) v(z) J-“(z), and A’ belong to the 
space B of 4.3. 
We eventually want to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.12. For a dense open set of scattering data, there exists a 
unique normalized eigenfunction A(n, z) for n < 0. Furthermore, M(n, z) + 1 
asn-r--oo. 
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For the proof, we require several preliminary lemmas. First, suppose the 
set {Zj}j”= 1 has been fixed, coming from some scattering data. 
DEFINITION 4.13. Let Bd denote the space of all functions 
f:TU {Zj} +A!l(@) S*t. flT E B as in (4.3) and f(zj)e J&(C) with 
f( -zj) =f(zj). D elne a norm in &by IL%= IlfML+C IIf(~jH. f 
DEFINITION 4.14. Let {v, (z,), (v(zj))} be given. Let W(Z) be the function 
obtained from v as in (3.1), and let w”(z) = J”(z) w(z) J-“(z), v; = sl(zj) 
v(zi) .I-“(zj). For n < 0, define the operator Cw,Iv,J,n on B by 
where C,,, f = C+(fWPn) + C(fW”‘) with W’ being the upper, lower 
parts of W, respectively and A” = J”AJ-“. 
LEMMA 4.15. For n < 0, C,,,, : Bd + Bd and 
II Cw,,nf II d G C( II W II + zj II $’ II I II f II d, c independent of n. 
ProoJ Because {v, (zj), (v(zj))} is in SD, LIE (zj) + -a i (zj) and 
v(zj) = - v( -zj). For fc B, C,,n f E B. For z E T, the terms in 
z (ftzj) Ojn/Cz - zj)) can be grouped together to give terms like 
C’ (f(zj) v; * 2zj/(z2 - z;)); this latter term is clearly in B. A similar group- 
ing shows that C,,,, f(zj) = C,,,,, f( - zj) - we have to use the fact that 
f( -s) =f(s) and W( -s) = W(s). This shows that C,,,,n : Bd --f Bd. The 
inequality for the norms follows from elementary estimates and from the 
fact that v; decays exponentially. 1 
LEMMA 4.16. Let S= {v, (zj), (v(zj))} be scattering data, and 
1 - CW,“,).fl invertible in B, for n < 0. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that if 
s’ = {v’, tzj), (v'(zj))} is a set of scattering data, with d(S, s’) < 6, then 
1 - cd,“+ is invertible for n < 0. 
Proof: (1 - C,,,,) - (1 - C,,,,,,,) = C,-,, ,“-” 1,11 which implies that 
II (1 - CW,“,,) - ( 1 - Gv:“:, )I1 <c(~(w-~'1) +Cj II(Uj-UJ)"()). AS n+ -00, 
(I (vj - 0;)” II + 0. Thus, there exists n,, such that n < no =$l - C,,,,,, is inver- 
tible. For no < n < 0, choosing 6 sufficiently small ensures that 
I\(1 - C, ,“,“) - (1 - C,.,,,,n)ll < f i.e., (1 - C,.,,,,n) is invertible for Vn < 0 
when 6 is chosen appropriately. 1 
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LEMMA 4.17. Let S= {u, {.zj}, (u(zi))} be given with IIuJI sufSicientIy 
small. Then there exists 1 arbitrarily close to 1 such that 1 - Cw,+ = 1 - 
Cw,l,,j,n is invertible Vn < 0. 
Proof: This, again, follows as in [B]. 1 
Now, we want to discuss the dependence of the function A’ on n. The 
argument here is very similar for awhile with that in the case when the scat- 
tering data W has small norm, discussed in the previous section, with 
obvious modifications to take into account the fact that discrete terms are 
present. We will only outline the proofs, but will indicate where the dif- 
ferences with the previous section arise. 
DEFINITION 4.18. Let Z ~ denote the nonpositive integers, and let F be 
the space of functions on Z- x (T u {zi}) + A*(C) such that for each 
n E Z-, f(n, .) E B, (defined in (4.13)), /I f(n, .)llB is bounded in n and 
f(., zi) is bounded. For f~ F, let C,,, f be defined by C,,, f(n, z) = 
C,,,,(f (n, . ))(z). 
LEMMA 4.19. C,,,“: I;-+ F. 
Let A,, A, be defined analogous to (3.13) and (3.14) for f E F, 
&f (4 z) = J-‘(z)f (n + 1, z) J(z) -f (n, z) if zE:T 
&f (4 zj) = J-‘(q)f (n + 1, zj) J(zj) -f (n, zj) if ZE {zj} 
and similarly for A,. Then with uj(n + 1) = J”(zj) ujJ-“(zj) = II; + l 
CA09 G,,lf (4 Z) = %f (4 Z) + zj(J-‘(Z)f (n + 1, Zj) Oj(n + 1) J(Z) 
-J-‘(Zj) f(n + 1, Zj) 
Uj(n + 1) J(Zj) 
z - zj ) 
for z E T, and 
C&y c,,Jf (4 zj)=& I, & (J-‘(Of (n + 1, i) Wn + 1) J(l) 
I 
-J-‘(zj) f (n + 1, i) W(n + 1) J(zj)) dl 
’ +c-- 
k+jZjmzk 
{J-‘(zk)f(n + 1, zk) b&J 
-J-‘(zj)f (n + 1, zk) ukJ(zj)} 
for ZE {zj). 
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Let M(n, z) = (1 - Cw,v)-l l(n, z). As in (3.5)(i) we have that (4.20) gives 
+ cjdj(n+ l)( - l)(Zj + z) 
with J(n, z) =d(n, z) IV(z). In the first integral, only the term 
corresponding to q is nonzero as .,# E B. Now consider the second part. By 
the constraints on Vi, the term corresponding to z in this part is zero. Thus, 
defining Q, by 
we obtain 
[A,, Cw,,l Ah 2) = Q&J + 17, CA,, C,,,] Ah z) 
=Qo(n)+B+hz). (4.21) 
Equation (4.21) is the exact analogue of the corresponding result in the 
last section. Now suppose (w, u) are such that 1 - C,,, is invertible. By 
(4.16) and (4.17), the set of these scattering data are dense and open. The 
arguments of Section 3 now have exact analogues here. In particular, we 
have lemmas corresponding to (3.22)-(3.25). At each stage, for the con- 
tinuous term, we have exactly the same argument, and for the discrete term 
we can use the fact that z. E {z,} * -z. E {zj} and u(zo) = - u( -zo). In 
particular, we have 
. 
The difference arises in showing that the solutions for B, and B- are the 
only solutions possible. At present we cannot prove this in general. 
However, an argument similar to that in Lemma 4.17 can be seen to work. 
We now carry this through. Now (4.20) gives 
and similarly 
CA03 cv,“lS(~~ z) = %,wf+ 6/6,“fh z) 
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where dpg,+, corresponds to the integral part of the operator 6p and YO,, the 





D+(n, z) = n+ C(%,w + =%,“W’U - GJ’ n-(%,, + %,“I 
x c(~-‘(1-c,.,)-‘~+)(~-c,,,)-‘u)u-~,,,~-’~1h~~ 
= Ku + K”) D + (4 z), 
where K, contains the term involving YO,, and 9,,, and K, contains all 
other terms. 
THEOREM 4.23. Let W be of small norm, I( W(( < 4, and (1 - C,,) be an 
invertible operator. 
(a) Suppose (1 -K,-K,) is invertible, S= {W, {zj}, {vi}). There 
exists 6 >O such that if d(S’, S) < 6, s’= {W’, (zj>, (I$}), then 
(l-K,,,.- K,,) is invertible. 
(b) Let S be given and (1 - K, - K,) be the corresponding operator. 
Then there exists 1~ C, arbitrarily close to 1, such that (1 -K,- K,,) is 
invertible. 
Prooj: This is analogous to (4.16) and (4.17). 1 
The exact same argument also works for D- . In particular, we have now 
shown that for a dense open set of scattering data, Eq. (3.2) holds for n 6 0. 
From now on, we consider only these scattering data. 
THEOREM 4.24. lim,,-, &(n, z) = 1 uniformly in Z. 
Proof. 
~(n,z)-l=(l-C,,U,~)-‘l-l=(l-C,,V,~)-’C,..l , , 
so 
Il.N4z)-lllB~II~~ -CJ’Il \ICn8,v.nlIl~. 
It is easy to show that lim,,-, )( C,,,, 111 B = 0. 1 
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We now extend .M to @\(T v zj) by the equation 
J@(n>z)=l+&[ 
At4 Cl W(n9 i) di + =, &Cn9 zj) uj(n)e (4 25) 
II l--Z 
I z - zj 
As in the previous section, we have that Eq. (3.2) holds for z # T u { zj}, 
z#O. The proof of (4.12) is now complete. ! 
We now want to obtain the analogue of (3.26) when the scattering data 
has a discrete part as well. 
THEDRECM 4.26. Let w have small norm C,,“, F be as in (4.21) with 
(1 - C,,,) an invertible operator on F, and A(n, z) = (1 - C,,,“))’ l(n, z). 
Let Q, and Ql be given by 
Qo(n)=-&Iu J-‘A(n+l) W(n+l)J$ 
Q,(n)=&S,JJl(n) W(n)J’~+~pJ,~p(n)u,(n)Jglt. (4.28) 
Then ifCkm__, Ik%(k)l<co, then Cz=-, (ndQ(n)lcco. 
Proof. (i) Let d = 0. A(n, z) = (1 - C,,,“)-l 1 (n, z) belongs to F. Thus, 
sup,, ) A(n, zi)l = c < co. Then consider the term J;‘Ap(n + 1) u,(n + 1) 
J,(l/z,,) occurring in (4.27). If I zp I > 1, up = ce12 by choice. Thus 
v,(n + l)=J”+‘(z,) u,J-“-‘(z,) = ce,,.zi(“+‘) 
decays exponentially in n, as n + - 00. This implies 
II PIGO J,-‘&!p(n+l)r,(n+l)JP.$ <c 1 Iz~(“+‘)l<cO. PISO 
If lzpl < 1, up=ce21, and u,(n + 1) = ce21z;2(” + l) which again is summable 
in n. The second term in (4.27) is therefore summable. 
Now consider the first term. As Cwo has small norm, let 
M = (1 - C,,J’ l(n, z). By the results of Section 3, 
c/ J & J-‘N(n+l)W(n+l)J$ <oz. 
Replacing the &Z in (4.27) by JV, we now have to estimate the error term. 
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This error term can be seen to involve C,,,, + i - Cw,O,n + 1. Thus, it decays 
exponentially in n, and so is summable. This completes the case d = 0. 
(ii) For general d: This proof is exactly as above. We again introduce 
Jf = (1 - C,,O)- ’ l(n, z) and by the previous section, 
nk 
n?gcl 2ni cl 1 
J-‘N(n+l) W(n+l)J$ <cc. 
All other terms have exponential decay in n, and so are summable even 
when multiplied by nk. 
The proof for Q1 is analogous. [ 
At this point, the inverse scattering problem for n < 0 has been solved. 
To complete the problem, the scattering data (0, {vi}, (zi} } 
corresponding to eigenfunctions & normalized to be Z as n + -co is 
renormalized to obtain scattering data {v”, {zi}, { Gj} } corresponding to 
eigenfunctions .&? normalized to be 1 as n+ + co, as in (2.11). Let 6 be the 
diagonal matrix in (2.7)-(2.9). All the results in Sections 3 and 4 
corresponding to {u, {zj}, {vi} } and ~8 remain valid for {v”, {zj}, { Gj} } 
and 2 with “upper triangular” and “lower triangular” interchanged. By 
the construction in (2.11), it is clear that the functions .H(O, z) 6-‘(z) and 
J&(O, z) have the same scattering data, and now (2.4) implies that 
J#(O, z) = d%(O, z) 6-‘(z). Define 
A(n, z) = A(n, z) for n< -1 
= JZ?(n, z) 6(z) for n>O. 
JF! satisfies (1.6) and (1.7) for n < - 1 and n > 0 separately. At n = - 1, 
(1 - Q1) -’ J( 1 + Q,,) ya;l( - 1, z) J-l = &(O, z) = J&O, z) 6(z) = .M(O, z) 
as required. Thus, J? satisfies (1.6) and (1.7) everywhere. We have thus 
solved the problem of reconstructing the eigenfunction & satisfying (1.6) 
and (1.7) from knowledge of the scattering data {u, { zj}, {v,} }. Note that 
we have shown this only for an open dense set of data. 
5. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS AND ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
In this section, we derive the evolution equations solvable by this 
method in two different ways. We then indicate how far the theory 
developed in the previous sections goes over to the k x k matrix case. 
505/64/3-l I 
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Let p= diag(p,, ~1~) be a constant diagonal matrix. An argument 
analogous to (1.29) shows that +#YpA -’ has an asymptotic series expan- 
sion around z = co; say A@& - ’ E cp= ,, Ak/zk. The coefficients Ak can be 
determined by comparing coefficients of zk in the equation satisfied by 




nk(n + 1)~ - ~,@),I = Ql(nh,~k(n + 1)~ - Qdn)a~k(n)m 
(5.2) 
nk(n + lb2 - nk(n),, = -Q~(nhz A,@ + 1)~ + Qo(nh,~k(n),,. 
M(n,z)+l as [zI+cc; so AjU-‘+p as z-+00 uniformly in z. 
M(n, z) + 1 as n + -co implies &~.N-’ -+ p as n + - 00. (5.2) also gives 
that /ik(n) depends locally on Q0 and Qi. In particular, we have Ak(n) + 0 
as (n\ + cc for k>O. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let e,(n) = -ZZ+A,,(n) and o,(n) = KA,,(n + 1) 
and s be the scattering matrix of (2.5). Then S= -zzk-‘[p, s] = 
-z 2k-2(p~-sp) where ( )’ denotes the time derivative. 
ProoJ: For (z ( = 1, let !P(n, z) = A(n, z) J”, where d is the eigen- 
function considered in (2.12). Then lim,, + m J-“Y = s(z). It is easy to see 
that 
n-1 
y-‘@(n)= c D-l{ -n+ Ld2k(n)+Jfl-~2k(n+ 1) J-‘} D, 
-02 
where D=J(l+Q,) Y. Let n+ +co, then ‘Y-‘@+s-‘~ 
s-‘j=- f D-1{~+~2k(n)-J~~~&(n+1)J-‘} D 
--co 
=- f D-1{~+(l-Q,)~/12k-2(1-Q,,-1 
-m 
-J~-(l+Q,,n2k-2(1+Qo,-’ J-‘}D. 
As n,(n)+0 as (n ( -+ co, and the Y are bounded, so 
O=Y- 
m 
‘/lkYl”,z_+g= z (S-l)(Y-*n,Y) 
“= -02 
= c Y-1(1 +&)-‘J- ‘fU-Q,,WU-QJ-’ 
-cc 
-J(l+Q&&(l+Q,)-‘J-‘}J(l+QO)Y. 
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By (Xl), the diagonal part of the term inside the curly bracket is 0, 
s-‘S=(-1)(-l) f D-*{K(l-Q&S/i,,-,(1-Q,)-’ 
-Jn+(l+;, A,,-Z(l + Q,)-1 J-r> D 




s-‘@s-p= Y-‘A,!q”, = f (S- l)(Y-l&Y) 
= f D-‘((I - Q;;A,,(l - Ql,-’ 
-;(l + Qo) &(l + QO)-’ J-l> D 
and therefore (5.4) gives that 
Thus S=(-1)~ 2~-+.r-~~)=(-l)z~~--[&s]. 1 
Remark 5.5. In particular, this shows that i22 = 0 = i,, , i.e., sI1 and s22 
are constants. By (1.26) the position of the poles of &! depend only on sI1 
and Sag; this insures that the poles of .& are fixed. The factorization in 
(2.12) shows that in this case zj= -z~~-~[P, v]. 
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We now indicate a second method of obtaining evolution equations. By 
(1.291, 
A2(n),= -Q1(nh2 if (ij)=(1,2) 
= Qo(n - 1Ll if (ij) = (2, 1). 
Let -44 = (qocnt 1)21 -‘7$‘)‘2) and Z7= projection to off diagonal elements, 
i.e., A(n) = Z7A2 = ZZ lim,,, z2(& - 1) = lim Z7z2A. 
THEOREM 5.6. Zf 8= -~~~-~[p, 01, ii=0 and tij= -z~~-~[P, vi], then 
tj, = -n+ AZk, &= SA,k(n). 
Proof: k(n) = lim,,, IJz2A = lim,,, Dz2A?A-‘. AA-’ is analytic 
whenever .M is analytic. It therefore has discontinuities only on 1 z 1 = 1 and 
at the poles of A. Let I z I= 1, and A be the corresponding normalized 
eigenfunction. Then A+ = Au”, . 
(AA-‘)- -(AA-‘)+ 
=(&?a+ +Afh+)a;‘A-’ 
where 3” = J”3J-“. 
Now let z0 be a pole of 4, and suppose 1 zjl > 1. Res(k’, zO) = 
lim,,, &vJ’ with v0 = ce12. This implies that &?A-’ has a simple pole at z0 
and 
Res(A?A-l, z,,) = lim &!$A-’ = lim kk’e12A-1 * z?. 
z-q z-20 
Furthermore, as z + co, A?&? ~ ’ + 0. These conditions are sufficient to 
prove that 
A:“l*l-ldq+z 
Ajt’i A,: ’ 
(5.7) 
T  z - zj 
so 
k = lim nz2kA - ’ 
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But the same argument as in (5.7) gives that the right hand side of (5.8) 
occurs as the (2k) th term in the asymptotic series expansion for JY,uJC~. 
Then Z7+k=&= -Z7+AZk and Kk=Q,(n--l)=li,,. 1 
There is a third method for obtaining evolution equations. !P satisfies 
SY = (1 - Ql>-’ J(1 + Q&P. Suppose !&(n, z) = A(n, z) Y(Pz, z), where A is 
some operator to be determined. The consistency condition S( 9) = (Slv). 
gives rise to the equation 
(1-Q1)SA(1-Q,)-1-J(1+Q&4(1+Q,)-‘J-1=Q1+JQoJ-’. (5.9) 
A can then be determined by comparing coefficients of zk in this equation. 
It should be noted that the evolution equations obtained by all three 
methods are identical. The first nonlinear evolution equation is as follows. 
Let Ql(nh2 = s(n), Qo(nh = f(n), p1 - p2 = 1. Then 
S(n) = {s(n + 1) - s2(n) q(n)}, 
d4 = Mn - 1) - q2(4 44. 
These equations form a different class from those obtained in [A-L]. The 
main reason iS that if we assume A(n, z) = ckpsp A,(n) zk in (5.9), one can- 
not find nonzero solutions A,(n) -p d k < 0 to (5.9), as can be done for the 
corresponding equation in [A-L]. Also, at present we have not been able 
to obtain the best known differential difference equations, the Toda Lattice, 
in our hierarchy. 
We now indicate how far the method developed in the previous sections 
extends to the k x k matrix case. Let QO, (Q1) be a summable sequence of 
strickly lower (upper) triangular sequences, J= diag(zP1,..., zp”) with pi 
integers and p1 >p2 > ... >Pk. 
All the results in Sections 1 and 2 have exact analogues in this case, and 
the proofs are identical. Lemma 1.29(ii) becomes 
(a) A:(n) = 0 for k< I Pi-PiI, 
(b) for i<j, &$-R(n) = -Q,(n)ij, (5.10) 
(c) for i>j, &!y (pi--pj)(n) = Qo(n - I)... 
Equations (5.10)(a) are a set of constraints on the asymptotic series 
expansion for J? around z = co. For scattering data of small norm, (5.10) 
forms a set of nonlinear constraints on the scattering data. (2.2)(i) becomes 
If 1 zO 1 < l? u(zo) = Cek.k + 1 for some k 
and 
if 1 ZO 1 > l, v(zO) = cek + 1,k for some k. 
Remarks (2.9)-(2.11) has obvious generalizations. 
(5.11) 
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The difficulties arise in the inverse problem. The linear constraints 
v(z) = u( -z) of Section 3 is replaced by (5.10). Suppose now W is scatter- 
ing data of small norm such that .M(n, z) = (1 - Cw)-l l(n, z) satisfies 
J%),=&(-1)j (JQn,r) w(V19)ijVk-1&=0 
T  
for k < ) pi-pi/. (5.12) 
All the results of Section 3 remain valid under this assumption. At each 
place that we used u(z) = -u( -z) in Section 3, we now use (5.12) instead, 
and all the proofs are identical. As (5.10) and (5.12) are not linear, one 
cannot talk about the denseness and openness of the set of data for which 
the inverse problem can be solved. However, if it is known a priori that 
S= (0, {zj}, (u(zj)}> h as an eigenfunction associated to it, then the 
procedure of Section 4 gives us an algorithm to calculate the eigenfunction. 
This is so because if JZ satisfies (5.10) and u is the rational approximation 
of section 4, then .N(n, z).Pu(z) J-” also satisfies (5.10). We can then 
reconstruct Jt’ and show that it satisfies (1.6) and (1.7) as in Section 4. 
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